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LIT
LIT is the Native token on Litentry Network, it is designed to be a utility 

token on Litentry Network. LIT has the following main functions in the 

ecosystem:

1. Maintaining Network: To benefit Polkadot’s shared security and cross-

chain ecosystem, Litentry needs to attract DOT’s owner for Parachain 

slots auction, Litentry uses LITs to compensate the DOTs owners staking 

reward. If Litentry failed in the parachain auction,  Litentry will mint or 

burn LITs in order to reward the validator nodes that run the consensus 

protocol. 

2. Identity Staking Incentives: LITs rewards incentivize early-stage users 

to stake their Identity document into the network. 

3. Economic:  For each matching request, a matching buyer pays LITs to 

the matched staking identity owner and identity contributor.

4. Slashing: LITs play a role in the slashing protocols designed to disin-

centivize attacks or adversarial behaviors.

5. Governance: LITs are used as voting power, to let LIT holders express 

their opinion in governance decisions via referenda, and remove dishon-

est Identity guardians.

LIT
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Fees
Tx Fee

Several resources in a blockchain network are limited, for example, 

storage and computation. Transaction fees prevent individual users from 

consuming too many resources. Litentry uses Polkadot’s weight-based 

fee model. 

Fees

Matching Fee

The matching fee is the major source of the financial inflow of the net-

work. Matching buyers pay a matching fee to the identity staker to incen-

tivize more users to join the network. Also, the matching fee paid to the 

identity contributor will encourage ecosystem builders to create more 

identity-based DApps.

Matching consumes identity documents and involves data computation 

and comparison. Thus it is a critical aspect for users to get accurate 

matching results. A user pays a high matching fee to get a longer match-

ing list which may result in a big chance for a better matching identity.

Validation Fee

Identity Guardians take responsibility for validating staking identity, 

quantitate staking identity value,  and resolve the data into an acceptable 

format. So identity staker pay a validation fee to identity guardians to 

join the network.
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Reward
Block Reward / Parachain Auction Reward

Litentry has reserved 50% token for validation, this part of the token con-

sists of block reward for validator/nominators and the parachain nomi-

nating rewards for DOT’s owners.

Reward

Identity Staking Reward

To encourage more users to join the network and contribute to the identi-

ties pool, for each block Litentry rewards LITs for all the identity owners. 

Let Vx be the value of the identity x, and R be the reward for each block. 

Then the reward for identity owner of identity x is Rx =RVi.

Grants

To encourage developers to build identity-based decentralized applica-

tions/services and act as identity contributors in the network, Litentry 

foundation gives the developer team LIT grants.
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Inflation Model
Litentry Network aims to maintain a 10% inflation rate either as an NPoS 

Network or a Parachain.

Inflation Model

NPoS Network
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The main inflation is calculated by

Controlling the inflation rate is an economic issue. Similar to Polkadot’s 

economy model, but with an ideal staking ratio of 70%, and a 7% staking 

interest rate, we may achieve an annual 5% percent inflation 

The green line is the yearly interest rate of NPoS / Parachain, i.e., the to-

tal yearly amount of tokens minted to pay all validators and nominators 

for block production and Grandpa, divided by the total amount of tokens 

staked by them. The blue line indicates the inflation caused by token 

minting to pay nominators and validators. 

Inflation Model

The main Litentry Network will generate new LIT every time when a new 

block is produced and reward the token to the validator nodes that pro-

vide computing and storage resources. 

https://research.web3.foundation/en/latest/polkadot/Token%20Economics.html
https://research.web3.foundation/en/latest/polkadot/Token%20Economics.html
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In addition to that, we will use another 5% token as identity staking rewa-

rds                                  Since identity staking rewards are the initial incen-

tives to attract users in the early-stage. When users number grows, the 

share users get from identity staking will be decreased, users will mainly 

benefit from the matching fees. Thus, in the first k years, we will keep a 

fixed rate                 of 5%, as our user grows, we will decrease the reward 

ratio until it reaches a fixed amount            . In the following graph, the red 

line indicates the user number, and the purple line indicates the identity 

staking rewards ratio. The parameters in the graph will be adjusted by 

the on-chain governance later. 

Inflation Model
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Inflation Model

Parachain

In absolute terms of DOT tokens, parachain slots are free, DOTs holders 

implicitly lose the staking, transaction usages. So when considering 

Litentry as Parachain Litentry will compensate these costs to Litentry 

auction backers once Litentry succeeds in a parachain auction. For a 

complete slot period, Litentry will airdrop 4% of the total supply (2% per 

year) tokens to auction backers.

To achieve our 10% inflation fix rate, we could raise the identity staking 

reward ratio. Similar to the case in NPoS Network, we will keep a fixed 

rate               of 8% in the first k years, as our user grows, we will decrease 

the reward ratio until it reaches a fixed amount             . 
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Token Distribution
The total supply of LIT is 100.000.000. Specifically:

15% for Litentry Technologies, is reserved for the technical team, used 

for product development, it includes early contributors, advisors, and 

future employees.

15% for Litentry Foundation, used for grants for DApp builder, protocol 

research, bounties, marketing team, and campaigns.

8% for an angel round private sale, Litentry uses the money for a 2 years 

runway of the technical team in Germany.

50% as the network incentives, it includes tokens minted to pay all vali-

dators and nominators for block production, the identity staking rewards 

for identity owners, and the rewards for parachain auction backers.

12% is reserved for future sale, another round private sale or a public 

sale before listing.

Token Distribution
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